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Abstract 
In his paper 'Tetrahedron manifolds and space forms', Molnar describes an infinite class of 
3-manifolds (depending on two natural integers m, n) by means of suitable face identifications on 
a tetrahedron. These manifolds can be represented by edge-coloured graphs. By making use of 
these combinatorial techniques, it is easy to show that they are 2-fold coverings of the 3-sphere, 
branched over suitable links. This immediately leads to the classification of these manifolds in 
terms of Seifert fibered spaces. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout his paper, all spaces and maps are piecewise-linear (pl) in the sense 
of [8] or [14]; all 3-manifolds are supposed to be compact and connected. 
In [10], Molnar defines an infinite class of closed, orientable 3-manifolds (the so- 
called 'tetrahedron manifolds' Mm,,) obtained by suitable identifications on the faces of 
a tetrahedron. Each Mmn depends on two natural parameters m, n, with the assumption 
3 <~n<~m. 
Molnar proves that 
Gmn = (x, y I xm- - ly - - l x - ly  -1, yn - lx -1  y- - Ix - l )  
is a presentation of the fundamental group//1 (M,n,) and shows that all M,,, are Seifert 
fibered spaces. 
In our paper, we represent all tetrahedron manifolds by means of edge-coloured 
graphs (see Figs. 2(a) and (d)). By making use of this representation method, the 
proof that each M, nn is a closed orientable 3-manifold and that Gin, presents//l(Mm,) 
becomes traightforward. 
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Moreover, the following results can be shown: 
(a) each Mmn admits a standard spine and a genus two Heegaard iagram associated 
with the group presentation Gmn; hence Gmn is geometric; 
(b) with the Seifert manifolds notation of [13], we have 
Mmn=(Oo; 0[-1; (2,1), (re, l), (n, 1)); 
(c) with the notation of the catalogue given in [3], the edge-coloured graph 
F (4 ,2n-  2 ,2m-  2; 5,5,2m +2n-  7) 
represents Mmn; this directly proves that Mmn is the 2-fold covering of S 3, branched 
over the link Lmn (Fig. 3). 
2. Edge coloured graphs 
The term pseudograph includes loops and multiple edges (i.e. edges with the same 
endpoints), while a multigraph (or simply a graph) allows multiple edges only. 
A (generalized) coloration on a pseudograph F = (V(F) ,E(F))  is a map 7:E(F)  
An = {0, 1 . . . . .  n}; if F is a graph, 7 is said to be proper if 7 (e )~7( f ) ,  for each pair 
e , f  of adjacent edges. For each J C An, set Fy - - (V(F ) ,7 -1 ( J ) ) ;  each connected 
component of F j  is often called an J-residue. For each c E An, set ~ = An - {c}. 
The pair (F,7), F being a graph and 7 :E (F )~ An, a (generalized) coloration, is 
said to be an n-dimensional crystallized structure if, for each c E An, the {c}-residues 
are cliques (complete graphs). If all these cliques are of order two, i.e. if 7 is proper 
and F is regular of degree n + 1, (F,7) is called an (n + 1)-coloured graph. 
For the sake of conciseness, we shall often denote the crystallized structure (F, 7) 
simply by the symbol F of its underlying raph. 
An n-dimensional pseudocomplex K is an n-dimensional ball complex in which 
every h-ball, considered with all its faces, is isomorphic with the complex underlying 
an h-simplex; for this reason, each h-ball of K is called h-simplex. If every simplex is 
contained in at least one n-simplex, then K is said to be homogeneous. 
Every n-dimensional crystallized structure F represents a homogeneous n-dimensional 
pseudocomplex K(F) constructed by the following rules: 
• take an n-simplex a(v) for each v E V(F) and label its vertices by An; 
• if v, w C V(F) are joined by a c-coloured edge, identify the (n - 1)-faces of a(v) 
and a(w) opposite to the vertices labelled by c, so that equally labelled vertices are 
identified together. 
Every h-simplex of K(F), whose vertices are labelled by the distinct colours co ..... ch C 
An, corresponds to a unique (An - {c0,...,ch})-residue of F and vice versa. 
The construction of K(F) gives a coloration on the vertex set So(K) of K(F) by 
means of n + 1 colours (i.e. a map ~:So(K)~ An, which is injective on each sim- 
plex of K(F)). Given a homogeneous n-dimensional pseudocomplex K with such a 
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coloration on its vertex set S0(K), the construction can be easily reversed, yielding an 
n-dimensional crystallized structure, denoted by F(K). 
F is an (n + 1)-coloured graph if and only if IK(/')I is a closed pseudomanifold 
[15], which is orientable if and only if F is bipartite. An n-dimensional crystallized 
structure F (or its associated pseudocomplex K(F)) is said to be contracted if Fe is 
connected, for each c E An (i.e. if K(F) has n + 1 vertices). A contracted (n + 1)- 
coloured (bipartite) graph F is said to be a crystallization of a closed (orientable) 
n-manifold M if [K(F)I--M. Every closed n-manifold admits a crystallization. 
Given an (n + 1 )-coloured graph F, a subgraph 0 of F formed by two vertices X, Y 
joined by h edges (1 <~h<<,n) with colours cl . . . . .  Ch is an h-dipole involving Cl . . . . .  ch 
i fX  and Y belong to different (An - {Cl . . . . .  ch})-residues. 
Cancelling the h-dipole 0 from F means 
(a) deleting vertices and edges of 0, 
(b) welding the 'hanging' edges of the same colour. 
Adding 0 means the inverse process. 
The main result of [6] states that if F and F I, respectively, represent wo closed 
n-manifolds M, M', then M and M ~ are homeomorphic f and only if F and F ~ can 
be obtained from each other by cancelling and~or adding a finite number of dipoles. 
For a general survey on manifold representation theory by means of edge-coloured 
graphs, see [7, 1, 16]. 
3. Standard spines and geometric group presentations 
If M is a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, then a two-dimensional polyhedron 
K such that M collapses to K is said to be a spine of M; if M is closed, a spine of 
M is a spine of M - B, B being an open 3-ball in M. 
Given a group presentation ~b=(xl . . . . .  Xg ]rl . . . . .  rg), denote by K(qS) the two- 
dimensional complex constructed as follows: 
• K(qS) has only one 0-cell (vertex), 
• the 1-cells (resp. the 2-cells) of K(~b) are in one-to-one correspondence with the 
generators (resp. the relators) of ~b; denote them by ~j (resp. flj); 
• each 2-cell flj is attached to the 1-skeleton by the formula given by the corresponding 
relator rj. 
K(qS) is said to be the standard complex associated with 4); of course, the factor 
group of ~b is //~(]K(qb)]). We will not distinguish between a relator j and any cyclic 
conjugate of it or its inverse, since the associated complexes are the same. The above 
construction may be obviously reversed and each standard complex K induces a group 
presentation of the fundamental group Hi (]K]). 
It is well known that every 3-manifold M has a standard spine K(q6) for some group 
presentation ~b, and the factor group of q~ is clearly Hi(M); nevertheless, not every 
standard complex K(~b) is a spine of a 3-manifold. Every group presentation q~ such 
that K(~) is a spine of a closed 3-manifold is said to be geometric [11,12]. 
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We now recall a combinatorial lgorithm, given in [9], for obtaining all 3-manifolds 
with a given standard spine K(49), by making use of a construction applied to a crys- 
tallized structure representing a pseudosimplicial triangulation of K(49). 
If P1 ... . .  Pn are permutations acting on the same set Z, the symbol IPI ..... Phi denotes 
the number of the orbits determined in Z by the action of the group generated by 
Pl ..... Pn. Set N, -- {1,2,...,k}. 
If 49 = (Xl . . . . .  X O I rl . . . . .  ro) is a group presentation, denote by 2(xi), i CN o, the num- 
ber of occurrences of the generator xi in the relators of 49 and by 2(rj), j E Ng, the 
length of each relator rj; the length 2 of 49 is defined by 2 = ~=12(r j )=  )-'~,7=12(xi). 
For each relator rj, take a 2-cell/3j and triangulate its boundary by 'reading' the rela- 
tor rj. Thus, we obtain a complex Hj triangulating O/3j with 2(rj) edges, each of which 
is labelled by a generator and has a suitable orientation. Label each vertex of Hj by 0, 
take the barycentric subdivision//1.' of Hj and label all the barycenters by 1. Note that 
each oriented xi-labelled edge ~ of Hi splits into an ordered pair (~, ~) of oriented xi- 
labelled edges in Hi: more precisely, if b~, us, v~, respectively, denote the barycenter, 
the first and second endpoint of ~, the ordered pair (u~,b~) (resp. (b~,v~)) represents 
the endpoints of the oriented edge ~ (resp. c~). By starring /Tj from an inner point Cj 
(labelled by 2) over Hi, we obtain a pseudocomplex Kj triangulating /Tj with a col- 
oration on its vertex set by the colours 0, 1,2. Now take the disjoint union H~=I Kj and 
identify the oriented edges ~ (resp. c~) of its boundary labelled by the same generator, 
so that identified vertices have the same colour. The resulting pseudocomplex K(49), 
together with its vertex-coloration, is representable by a three-dimensional crystallized 
structure P such that K(F)=K(49). 
The 0-adjacency (resp. the 1-adjacency) in P induces a fixed-point-free involution 
P0 (resp. P1 ) on the set V(F). Let f2(49) denote the set of all permutations Pz on V(F) 
whose orbits are the sets of vertices belonging to the same {2}-residue of P and such 
that PoP2 =P2tPo. Note that, for every/92, P~ E O(49), [P1,P2I = IP1,P~I; in fact, the 
number IP1,P21 only depends upon Pt and the orbits of P2. 
The cellular structure of the pseudocomplex K(49) immediately shows that IK(49)1 is 
the quotient of IR(49)1 obtained by identifying the 0-labelled vertices of/~(49). More- 
over, the number of these vertices, i.e. the number of {1,2}-residues in /~ is IPI,P21. 
Hence, the pseudocomplex/~(49) is a (pseudosimplicial) triangulation of the standard 
complex K(49) if and only if IPI,P21-- 1. As shown in [9], there is no loss of gener- 
ality in restricting our study to those group presentations for which 1P~,t'21 = 1 and in 
supposing that/~(49) triangulates K(49). 
If P2 E f2(49), the 4-coloured graph F= F(49,P2) is defined in the following way: 
1. z(r)--  z(P) × {0,1}; 
2. for each vertex vE V(/~), join (v,0) with (v, 1) by a 3-coloured edge of E(F); 
3. if v, wE V(/~), join (v,0) with (w, 1) by a c-coloured edge of E(F), c E {0, 1,2}, 
if and only if Pc(v) = w. 
F(49,P2) is said to be the 4-coloured graph induced by 49 and P2 E Q(49). 
In [9] the following result is proved: 
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Proposition 1. The 9raph F(~,P2) represents a closed orientable 3-manifold, havin9 
K(dp) as a standard spine, if and only if the following conditions hold: 
(a) IP1P21= 2 - 29 + 2, 
(b)  I~'0,o2,P~t'21 = 1. 
Note that the second component in the elements of V(F) defines a bipartition of 
this set; this proves that the space represented by F(~b, P2) is always orientable. 
4. Representing Mm by coloured graphs 
Following [10], we recall the construction of the pseudocomplex Kmn triangulating 
Mm,. We start from the triangulation Pmn of the standard tetrahedron P described in 
Fig. 1 and obtained as follows. 
Let Ao,A1,A2,A3 be the vertices of P and subdivide the edges AoA2,AoA3,A1A2,A1A3 
by means of their barycenters Ao2,Ao3,A12,A13. Then subdivide AoA1 into m - 2 edge- 
segments and A2A3 into n -  2 edge segments by, respectively, introducing the following 
additional vertices: 
r s 
Bs=m_2Ao+m_~A1 ( r+s=m-2;  l<~r,s<.m-3); 
P .42+ q (p+q=n 2; l<<.p,q<.n 3). Cq - n - 2 n - 2 A3 - - 
Also set Bo =A0, Bin-2 =A1, Co =A2, Cn-2 =A3. 
Finally, denote by Si (i = 0, 1,2, 3) the barycenter of the two-dimensional f ce a; of 
P opposite to Ai, and let S be the barycenter of P. We can construct a triangulation 
Pmn of P by starring each a i from Si over  the previously defined subdivision of Oa i 
and by starring P over the resulting triangulation of OP from S. Identify in Pmn face 
a3 with face a2 and face al with face ao, linearly piece by piece, in the way described 
by the following notations: 
(Ao2AoB1 ...Bm-4Bm-3AIAI2A2)(S3) in a3 
1 
(AoBIB2 ...Bm-3A1A13A3A03)(S2) in a2 
(Ao2A2CI ...Cn-4Cn-3A3Ao3Ao)(S1) in al 
(A2C1 C2... C,-3A3A13AIA12)(So) in ao. 
This means, for example, that the 2-simplex AoB1S3 of a3 is identified with the 2- 
simplex BaBzSz of a2, by linearly extending the map which sends Ao in B1, B1 in B2 
and $3 in $2. The result of this face identification on Pro, gives rise to a pseudocomplex 
Km,, whose underlying space is, by definition, Mm,. 
In order to represent Mmn by edge coloured graphs, denote by Ark, 1 <~k<~m 
+n + 4, the barycenters of the edges of Pmn included in the 1-skeleton of P. Let P~n 
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A 2 
A 0 - _ A 1 
Fig. 1. 
(resp. K'n)  be the minimal pseudosimplicial triangulation of Pro, (resp. Kin,) induced 
by these barycenters; in this way, each 3-simplex of Pro, (resp. Kin,) splits into two 
3-simplexes of Umn (resp. K~,). Now, colour the vertices of P~, in the following way: 
• Ao,AbA2,A3,Ao2,Ao3,Alz,AI3,B1 . . . . .  Bm-3, C1,. . . ,Cn-3 by colour 0, 
• all Nk's by colour 1, 
• So,$1,$2,$3 by colour 2, 
• S by colour 3. 
This vertex-coloration on P,~n induces, in a straightforward way, a vertex-coloration 
on K" n. The complex K~m., together with this vertex-coloration is representable by 
a 4-coloured graph Ftmn such that K(Ftmn)=K~n n. 
It is convenient to label the vertices of Fro' . or, equivalently, the associated tetrahe- 
dra of K~. n (which can be identified with the four vertices of the corresponding tetra- 
hedra of P' .) ,  accordingly with the following table, where the symbol [XY] denotes 
the barycenter of the edge whose endpoints are X and Y: 
x 0 = Bi-1 [Bi- I Bi]S2S, 
l <~i<<.m- 2
xl = Ao2[Ao2Ao]S3S 
X-~ = [Ao2Ao]AoS3S 
X] : [B i_ 1Bi]BiS2S, 
l <.i<~m-- 2 
X°_l = AI[AIA13]S2S 
X°+l = [A12Az]A2S3S 
X: : ni_2[Bi_zBi_l]S3S~ 
2<~i<~m- 1
XI+I  : [A3Ao3]A03S2S 
X~i : [Bi-2Bi-1 ]Bi- 1S3S~ 
2<~i<~m- 1
x--°m+l : A3[A3A03 ]S2S 
~1_1 = [A1A13]A13S2S 
.~lm+ 1 = A12[A12A2]S3S 
X 0 = [A3Ao3]Ao3S1S 
X0m+2 = [AoAo2]Ao2SIS 
1 Xm = [A13A I]A1SoS 
x~+ 2 = [A12A2].42SoS 
X-°m = A13[A13Al]SoS 
X--0m+2 = A12[A1zAz]SoS 
2~ = A3 [A3A03 ]S1S 
~+ 2 = Ao [AoAo2 ]SI S 
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y°=Ca-~[cs-l©]SoS, 
1 <~j <~n - 2 
Yl = A02 [Ao2A2]S1S 
-~1 = [Ao2A2]A2S1S 
= [ c ,_  , cAc jsos ,  
l <. j<~n - 2 
yon_ 1 ~-A3[A3A13]SoS 
y°+l = [Ao3Ao]AoS1S 
y) = cj_2Icj_ cj_ l&s, 
2<~j<~n - 1 
yl+l = [A1A12]A12SoS 
~j = [ Cj_2Cj_I  ]Cj_IS1S , 
2<. j<~n-  1 
~n+l = AI[AIAlz]SoS 
-ly._1 = [A3A13]AI3SoS 
yln+ j = A03 [Ao3Ao]SIS 
yO = [AIAI2]AI2S3 S 
y°+ 2 = [A 2Ao2 ]A02S3S 
y~ = [A13A3 ]A3S2S 
yln+ 2 = [ Ao3Ao ]AoSz S 
m-AI3[A13A3]S2S 
~.+ 2= Ao3 [Aos/lo ]SzS 
yl =AI[AIA12]S3S 
yl+2 =&[&A02]S3S. 
Fig. 2(a) represents the graph FroWn, in order to improve the clearness of this picture, 
we omit to draw the 2-coloured edges joining the vertices of F~n labelled by the same 
capital etter. Moreover, we put in evidence the subgraphs which must be repeated in 
F,~ n, depending on m and n; in this way, for example, the substitution of the 4 'pointed' 
edges by 'straight' 1-coloured edges produces F~4. 
We are now going to prove that the graph F~ is the graph F(Gm~,P2) induced by 
the group presentation 
Gmn = (x, y lrt =xm- ly - lx - ly  -1, r2 = yn- lx - ly - lx - l )  
and by a suitable permutation P2 E f2(Gm.) (see Section 3). 
To see this, let xi, 1 <~i<m + 2 (resp. yj, 1 <~j<~n + 2) denote the occurrences of 
the generator x (resp. y) in the relations rl and r2 of Gin., so that one can write: 
- l x - I  -1 rl =Xl  . . .Xm- lYn m+lYn+2' 
--1 --1 -1 
F2 ~ Yl . . .  yn--lXm Yn+lXm+2 •
In this way, and with the notations of Section 3, the 2-simplexes of the pseudocom- 
plexes K1,K2 triangulating the 2-balls 31,/~2, can be respectively labelled, e.g. in the 
clockwise ordering on 31 and 132, in the following way: 
K1 : (x1,21,. . . ,  Xm- 1, Xra- 1, Yn, Yn, Xm + 1, Xm+l, Yn+2, Yn+2 ), 
K2: (Yl, Yl ' ' ' ' '  Yn-1, Yn-l,Xm,Xm, Yn+l, yn+l ,Xm+2,Xm+2). 
In other words, if we assign to each vertex of the crystallized structure F the label of 
the corresponding 2-simplex of If(Gin.), we obtain 
m--2 n--2 
Po = [-[ (xi,Y~i) I-I (yj, Yj) 
i=1 j=l 
P1 = (Yl, x2 ) . . .  (,2m-2, Xm-t )(Xm-1,-fin )(Yn, Xm+l )(Xm+ 1, Yn+2 )(Yn+2, Xl )" 
• (Yl '  y2 )...  (Yn- 2' Yn-- 1 ) (Yn-  1' Xm )(Xrn, Yn+l )(Y.+I,  Xm+2 )(Xrn+2, Y l )" 
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Fig. 2. (d). 
NOW, set 
P2 = (Xl . . . . .  Xm+2)(-Ym+2 . . . . .  xl )(Yl . . . . .  Yn+2 )(Yn+2 . . . . .  Yl ) 
and note that IPxP21 = 1 and P2Ef2(Gmn). 
It is now easy to check that F~,=F(Gmn,P2); in fact, the map ~k: V(F~,)---+ 
V(F(Gmn,P2)) defined by 
~(x °) = (xi, O), ~9(~)=(2i ,0) ,  ~(x])=(xi, 1), ~(~])=(~i ,  1) 
for each i E Nm+2, 
~(y°)=(y j ,  O), ~9(~j)=(~j,0),  ~(y))=(yj ,  1), ~9(y))--(~.,1) 
for each jENn+2 
is a (preserving-colour) isomorphism between F~n and F(Gm~,P2). 
Theorem A. Each space Mr~n is a closed orientable 3-manifold, having K(Gmn) as 
a standard spine. Hence, Gmn is a geometric presentation of Hl(Mmn). 
Proof. It suffices to show that conditions (a) and (b) of Proposition 1 hold for the 
pair (Gmn,P2). In the present case, we have 2=m + n + 4, g=2 and 
PIP2 = (Xl,.~'l, Yn+l )(X2,X2)--- (Xm--2,Ym--2)(Xm--l,Yn+l,Xm--1) 
• ( xm'  Yn+2 )(Xm+ 1' Yl, Yl )(Xm+ 2' Y.+2 )(y2, Y2 ) 
...(Y,-2,Y,-2)(Y,-I,~,.+~,Y,-~)(~m,Y,), 
PoP2 ~-  (Xl, .x2 ) - - .  (Xm+l, Xm+2 )(Xm+2, X1 )(Yl, YZ ) " "  (Yn+l, Yn+2 )(Yn+2, Yl )" 
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Thus, it is easy to check that 
[PlPzl=m+n+ 2=2-  2g+ 2 and IPoez,elP2l= l. 
5. Mm as a 2-fold branched covering of S 3 
In [5], Ferri describes the following construction which produces, starting from 
a bridge presentation L of a link 5e, a crystallization F(L) of the 2-fold covering 
of S 3, branched over ~.  
Set L=(B1 ..... Bg; bl . . . . .  bg), Bi being the bridges and bi the arcs. Let rc be the 
plane containing all arcs bi and let P be the projection of L on n. P can always be 
assumed to be connected; this is immediate if L is nonsplitting. If L splits, we can 
isotope arcs of L on n to pass 'in and out' under bridges of different components. 
Let Ei (iENg) be an ellipse in rc whose principal axis is the projection Pi of 
the bridge B i and such that E/ intersects each arc of P in one point at most; set 
V = UiCN~(Ei NL). V subdivides L fqTz into edges: let C (resp. D) be the set of these 
edges which are internal (resp. external) to the ellipsis. Let ~ be the involution on V 
which exchanges the end-points of the edges in C and fixes the points of UicN,(Ei fq Bi); 
let 6 be the involution on V which exchanges the end-points of the edges in D. 
Note that V subdivides the ellipsis into a set F consisting of an even number of 
edges. 
Colour all the edges in D by 2 and colour all the edges in El alternatively by 0 
and 1, starting from an arbitrary vertex. Complete the coloration on F by 0 and 1 
so that each region of the planar 2-cell embedding of F tAD is bounded by edges 
alternatively coloured by two colours (note that the edges of the regions not bounded 
by E1 .. . . .  Eg alternatively belong to F and D). Join by a 3-coloured edge any pair of 
vertices in V exchanged by the involution ~6~ and let D r be the set of these edges. 
If F is the graph defined by V(F)=V, E(F)=DUDrUF and y is the edge- 
coloration defined above, then (F, y )= F(L) is a crystallization of the 2-fold covering 
space of S 3 branched over LP. Each crystallization which can be obtained in such 
a way is said to be 2-symmetric, since it admits the involution ~ on its vertex set, ex- 
changing colour 0 (resp. 2) with colour 1 (resp. 3). By reversing Ferri's construction, 
one can easily obtain a bridge presentation of the link 5¢, starting from a 2-symmetric 
crystallization of the 2-fold covering of S 3, branched over ~.  
Following [4], let f=(ho, hl ..... ha; qo, ql ..... qg) be a 2(9 + 1)-tuple of positive 
integers, such that: 
• for each iCZo+l, the sum h i --k hi+l is an even integer, 2/i+1 say, 
• for each iEZg+l, O<~qi<~2li - 1; 
• all qi's have the same parity; 
• there exists at most one jEZg+I such that hj--O. 
Let F(f)  be the 4-coloured graph whose vertices are the elements of V ( f )= Uiez,+, 
{i}xZzi, and whose eoloured edges are defined by means of the following four fixed 
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point free involutions on V(f): 
ro(i,j) = 
zl(i,j) = 
(i,j + (-1)J), 
(i,j - (-1)J), 
"~ j lf(i+l'21i+l-J-)l) if O<~j<<.hi-1, z2(i,j) = ( i -  l ,2 l i -  - if hi<~j<<.2Ii-1, 
= f ( i+ 1,qi +qi+l +21i+1 - f  - 1) if qi<~jt<~qi +hi - 1, 
z3(i,j) 
( i -  1,qi-i +q i+2 l i - j ' -  1) if qi+hi<~f <~qi+2li -  1, 
where f is the smallest integer such that 
(i) j ' - jmod21 i ,  
(ii) j '  - qi>~0. 
Since the vertex set is Ui~z~+~ {i} ×Zzl,, it is evident hat the arithmetic is mod(g + 1 ) 
in the first coordinate and mod2li in the second coordinate of each (i,j). 
To define the 4-coloured graph F(f) ,  it suffices to interpret he involutions as 
coloured edges, that is to join vertices v and w by a c-coloured edge iff w = zc(v) 
for each eEA3. The above construction leads to a catalogue of all genus g~<2 ori- 
entabte 3-manifolds, depending on 6-tuples of positive integers [3]. 
Theorem B. The graph F(4 ,2n-  2 ,2m-  2;5,5,2m + 2n-  7) is a (2-symmetric) 
crystallization of M,,~. Thus, Mm~ is the 2-foM covering of S 3, branched over the link 
~'~m, of Fi9. 3. 
Proofl Let Fro' n be the 4-coloured graph representing Mmn, drawn in Fig. 2(a). 
Starting from F'~, sequentially realize the following operations: 
• cancel the 1-dipole involving colour 2, whose vertices are X°_l and x~; 
--1 • cancel the resulting 2-dipole involving colours 0 and 2, whose vertices are Xm_ l
and X-°m ; 
• cancel the resulting 2-dipole involving colours 1 and 2, whose vertices are 
and yln_l ; 
• cancel the resulting 2-dipole involving colours 0 and 2, whose vertices are yl 
and 9-1 .  
The resulting raph Fmt'~ is drawn in Fig. 2(b). 
Now, cancel the 1-dipole of F"~ involving colour 1, whose vertices are x-°,~_x and 
- - l .  y~, the result of this operation is the graph F'm~' of Fig. 2(c). 
Finally, starting from F~mJn ', sequentially realize the following operations: 
• cancel the 2-dipole involving colours 1 and 2, whose vertices are ~lm_ 2 and Y-~,+I; 
• cancel the 2-dipole involving colours 1 and 3, whose vertices are ~1 and ~_1; 
• cancel the resulting 2-dipole involving colours 1 and 3, whose vertices are X--'Om+l and 
--I 
Yn-2" 
The resulting raph Fmn (Fig. 2(d)) is a crystallization of Minn. 
Moreover, it is easy to check that I'mn is the graph F(4, 2n - 2, 2m - 2; 2n - 3, 
2m - 3,3), which is colour isomorphic with F(4,2n - 2,2m - 2; 5,5,2m + 2n - 7) 
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Fig. 3. 
(see Proposition 16 of [3]). The link ~mn of Fig. 3 is simply obtained by applying 
the inverse process of Ferri's construction to the (2-symmetric) rystallization Finn. [] 
Remark. The symbol (Oo; g lb; (~l , f l l )  . . . . .  (CZs,~s)) will denote the orientable (O) 
Seifert fibered 3-manifold whose orbit space is the orientable (o) surface of genus g 
and whose fibered structure is determined by the integer b and by the pairs (~1, fll ) . . . . .  
(~s, fls) of coprime integers (0 < fli < ~ti/2). 
Now observe that the group presented by Gmn may also be presented by 
(ql,q2, q3,hlqjhqf 1 =h; q~h = 1,q~h = 1,q~h = 1,qlq2q3 =h -l) 
which is the usual presentation of the fundamental group of the Seifert fibered 3- 
manifold (Oo; 0 I -  1; (2, 1),(m, 1),(n, 1)) (see [13, Section 5.3, pp. 90-91]). 
In [10] Molnar proves that the manifolds Mmn are Seifert manifolds; in particu- 
lar, he explicitly describes the five manifolds Mmn satisfying 1/m + 1In >1 ½. In all 
the other cases, the Seifert manifold (Oo; 0I - 1; (2, 1),(m, 1),(n, 1)) is large in the 
sense of [13]; on the other side, we know that large Seifert manifolds are com- 
pletely determined by their fimdamental group [13]. Thus, in these cases we have 
Mmn = (Oo; 01 - 1; (2, 1),(m, 1),(n, 1)). As a consequence, we have that Mm~ is the 
2-fold covering of S 3, branched over the Montesinos link m(-1; ½, 1/m, 1/n) [2]. 
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